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MYSTERY = X..........................UPON HER FOREHEAD WAS A NAME WRITTEN, X. 5:7 = 3:20

Mystery, Babylon the Great Whore, the Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the Earth. Children would call this statement "PLAYING THE DOZENS" or "THE TWELVES." THE DOUBLE DOZEN...THE TWO TWELVES.......
in the twelve multiplication table. 12 is FIRST....144 is LAST....THE FIRST IS EQUAL TO THE LAST....THE BEGINNING IS THE END. 12 is 144....
TO SAY THE TWELVES IS THE SAME THING AS SAYING THE ONE HUNDRED & FORTY FOURS.
12's equals 144's......144's is 144,000 (ONE HUNDRED FORTY FOUR THOUSANDS)

ONE equals a thousand......

TEN equals TEN THOUSANDS
ONE HUNDRED equals ONE HUNDRED THOUSANDS
ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR equals ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR THOUSANDS.
144 is 144,000.................144 is TWELVES....TWELVES is DOZENS.

DOZENS IS A NAME GIVEN TO STATEMENTS WHICH CALLS A PERSON'S MOTHER A WHORE.

MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT IS CALLED THE GREAT WHORE...MOTHER OF HARLOTS...
ANY CHILD GOING TO SCHOOL CAN TELL YOU THIS IS THE DOZENS................
THE TWELVES...THE 12 X 12's which is equal to 144....
1 equals a thousand........... 
10 equals TEN THOUSANDS....

100 equals 10,000
144 equals 144,000. WHAT? KNOW YOU NOT THAT HE WHICH IS JOINED TO A HARLOT IS ONE BODY? I COR. 6:16.

EVERYONE IN THE 144,000 HAS BEEN PUT IN THE DOZENS.

THAT IS WHY GOD SAID: COME OUT OF HER MY PEOPLE!

COME OUT OF THE 144,000....144,000 is the number of the great whore.
ALL WHO ARE IN THAT NUMBER ARE NOW IN SHAME AND DISGRACE....
THEY ARE CONSIDERED LESS THAN NOTHING. THEY ARE ALL NATIONS, THEY ARE THOSE WHO HAVE THE BLOOD OF ALL NATIONS IN THEIR VEINS. THEY ARE THOSE WHO DO NOT KNOW THEIR ORIGIN, WHO HAVE LOST ALL TRACE OF THEIR TRUE IDENTITY AND CALL THEMSELVES NEGIROS. NEGIROS ARE ALL NATIONS. REVELATION 18:3. ........

REVELATION 18:24.... REVELATION 15:6. ........

GOD SAID.... ALL NATIONS ARE AS NOTHING TO ME. .... ALL NATIONS ARE AS NOTHING TO ME. ISAIAH 40:17 .... ISAIAH 40:17. ................

ALL NATIONS BEFORE HIM ARE AS NOTHING; AND THEY ARE ACCOUNTED TO HIM AS LESS THAN NOTHING, AND VANITY......VANITY IS FOOLISHNESS....CHRIST CRUCIFIED IS FOOLISHNESS. (READ 1 CORINTHIANS I: 22----FOR THE JEWS REQUIRE A SIGN, AND THE GREEKS SEEK AFTER WISDOM; BUT WE PREACH CHRIST CRUCIFIED, UNTO THE JEWS A STUMBLINGBLOCK, AND UNTO THE GREEKS FOOLISHNESS....UNTO THE GREEKS FOOLISHNESS FOOLISHNESS IS VANITY....therefore all nations are accounted to him as less than nothing and foolishness....all nations are accounted to him as less than nothing and christ crucified; christ crucified is vanity....vanity is foolishness. All nations are accounted to him as christ crucified. All nations are christ crucified. ALL NATIONS ARE CRUCIFIED CHRISTS.

ACTS 2:5

I COR. 4:9.... GALATIANS 3:16.... ROMANS 6:3.... ROMAN 12:1